
Robert Smith 
Content Creator (Part time)

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Enthusiastic professional with over 10 years of excellent customer service 
experience ranging from clerical, early education, and Retail.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Content Creator (Part time)
IMVU -   2007 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Created content for the virtual catalog for the 3D chat system IMVU.
 Worked with a freelance designer to create new brand guidelines for the

launch of the furniture line, Rachael Ray Home.
 Facilitated team redesign for website RachaelRay.com to be more 

brand-focused vs. content focused.
 Captured furniture photographs for digital collateral for the collection 

launch.
 Crafted content to create excitement around Feedbacks entry into the 

Chicago market.
 Worked with a creative agency to produce our first food video to 

promote Feedback Chicago.
 Helped to create sponsorship decks for annual music and food festival 

Feedback.

Content Creator
Delta Corporation -   2004 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Filmed and edited videos that provided music fundamentals to 
beginning wind musicians Designed graphics to enhance the 
educational experience and.

 Writes, designs and creates promotional graphics on (Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter) to increase group awareness in their chosen 
marketplace.

 Works with multiple groups simultaneously to fulfil their promotional 
programs based on their dynamic social media schedules and travel 
calendars.

 Creating original content for various musical artists.
 Writing, Directing, Editing dozens of short films, web series, parody 

trailers, and comedy sketches for the web.
 Music Video &quot;Thats Cute&quot; Music Video Asher Roth (2015) 

&quot;Loosie&quot; Music Video Kembe X (2015) &quot;Heavens 
Gate&quot; Music Video Alex Wiley (2015) &quot;Fingaz&quot; .

 Create video content based around current Overwatch Competitive 
Tournaments.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Adobe Photoshop, 
Coding, Photography.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)

https://qwikresume.com/resume-samples/
https://qwikresume.com/free-resume-template-usage-guidelines/


Education

None in Graphic Design Photography - 2007(Fresno City College - 
Fresno, CA)
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